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Abstract

Though little known in pre-Yuan China, the god Mahākāla (Ch. Dahei tianshen 大黑天神 or Mohejialuo 摩訶迦羅) was widely worshipped throughout the middle-period Buddhist world (ca. 800-1400). Texts, images, and objects related to Mahākāla survive from such far-flung places as Pāla India, Tibet, Nepal, Java, Japan, Bezeklik, Dunhuang, Khara Khoto, and Dali. Most of these materials circulated along well-studied routes of transmission, such as the overland silk roads connecting East Asia to Central Asia and eventually to Europe, and the maritime routes connecting East Asia to Southeast Asia and beyond. The Dali Kingdom (937-1253), centered in what is now southwest China’s Yunnan Province, belonged to a different transmission route: the southern (or southwestern) silk road ran from Chengdu through Dali to Bagan, Pāla India, and finally Peshawar, where it joined the northern route. Among the unique materials preserved from the Dali Kingdom are ritual texts, images, and objects related to Mahākāla. These materials introduce the mystery of how Dali-Kingdom Mahākāla worship – and Dali Buddhism in general – developed through interactions along the southern silk road. In the absence of historical records that describe these interactions, Dali’s Buddhist manuscripts and artefacts themselves serve as a material record of transmission. This presentation examines Dali-Kingdom texts and images related to the god Mahākāla to better understand how monks, merchants, and government officials transmitted and received Buddhist materials and ideas along this understudied transportation network.
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